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Mini rockets: How does mass affect
the performance of a mini rocket?
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Objectives:
Students will…
• Learn how the mass
of a rocket affects the
distance it travels

Activity
Materials list
• Plastic Transfer Pipettes, sizes
7 ml & 5 ml, pkg. of 100
(SB50476 & SB50475)
• 2 Sizes of Drinking Straws
(launch tube is a bendy straw;
rocket is made from a straw
that fits over bendy straw)
(KI03462GB & KI05640)
• Masking Tape (9722434)
• Measuring Tape (TB15105)
• Safety Goggles (SB46780)
• Scissors (9727220)
• Notebook (TB26495)

• Have students attach the end of the bendy straw over the stem of the 7 ml pipette and secure with masking tape. Use
a straw that will fit over the bendy straw to make a mini rocket. Cover the end of the rocket straw with a small piece
of masking tape to make it airtight. The mini rocket is launched by sharply pressing on the pipette bulb. Caution
students not to aim the rockets at another person. A separate launch area can be marked off on the classroom floor.
• Have students write a prediction on how far they think their mini rocket will travel on the first attempt. Then make
a chart showing the length of the straw rocket and how far it travels on subsequent attempts. Students are usually
surprised to find out that a long straw rocket will not fly no matter how hard they press on the pipette bulb.
• For a second attempt, have students cut off part of the bottom of the mini rocket straw, measure the straw, then
launch it. Have them record information in their notebook.
• For each subsequent trial, have students cut the rocket straw and measure the length before launching. Eventually
the rocket will be light enough to fly. Have them measure the distance it flies and record the information in their
notebook.

Discussion
Q: How did the length of the mini rocket (and thus the mass) affect the distance the rocket traveled?
Q: How far did the rocket travel?
Q: Repeat the process using the 5 ml pipette. Have students predict which size pipette
will be able to launch the rocket the longest distance. Why?

A: The smaller pipette has a smaller bulb and cannot hold as much air for launching.

Check out these other great products

Nasco Clinometers and Water Rockets Unit: An
Integrated STEM Unit

Students experiment and record data using water rockets and clinometers. Each unit includes
enough materials for a class of 30 students working in groups of 3, data sheets, and teacher’s
guide. The unit requires 10-30 calculators, which are not provided. Calculators and extra
water rocket launchers may be purchased separately.
TB16224

Bottle Rocket Launcher

Launcher. Includes instruction sheet and an
altimeter. Bottle rocket launch pad
sold separately.
SB21429
Launch Pad. Supports launcher
stakes on non-soil surfaces.
Molded resin.
SB51811
2-Liter Bottle
SB53274

Estes® Alpha III® Launch Set

Rockets to 1,100' in the air from launch pad with launch controller. Pre-colored nose cone, fin unit, and body tube. No painting
required. Recommended engine: A8-3 (SB22587, below).
SB47866
Model Rocket Engine Bulk Pack - A8-3. 24 rocket engines,
30 model rocket igniters, 24 reusable igniter plugs, and 75
squares (11.4 cm/41/2") of recovery wadding. Cannot be shipped
by air.
SB22587
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